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Parameter "First for all" is not applied for tracker field currency on plugin List
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Parameter "First for all" is not applied for tracker field currency on plugin List

Version
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Resolution status
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Description
The field tracker type currency as a parameter "First or all" to display the currency symbol on the first row of a tracker list.

Lindon wrote on 19 Mar 17:

In accounting, it is the norm to show the currency symbol only on the first number and the grand total, e.g., in financial statements or other accounting schedules.

It is working when displaying tracker list item in the tracker view list mode or the trackerlist plugin. (on Tiki17 ?)

Not in the plugin list (may be other) - sould be check on accounting and payment part of Tiki.
So that parameter is here but not usable to create accounting statement with Tiki tools.

**Check instance**

**Solution**
Tested in Tiki19 it is fixed now (work using mode=raw and format=trackerrender for the parameters of the plugin list)

**Importance**
5

**Easy to solve?**
5

**Priority**
25

**Demonstrate Bug**

**Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org**

**Version:**
- **Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance**

**Ticket ID**
6302

**Created**
Monday 20 March, 2017 06:28:22 GMT-0000

**LastModif**
Thursday 01 November, 2018 17:19:26 GMT-0000
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The original document is available at
http://dev.tiki.org/item6302-Parameter-First-for-all-is-not-applied-for-tracker-field-currency-on-plugin-List